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Sextrology draws insight from modern astrology to help people find their perfect sexual matches.

This book takes an original, smart and sexy approach to evaluating astrological identities, and will

again have people asking, 'What's your sign?'.In sophisticated, uninhibited language, Sextrology

accomplishes what no existing astrology book has ever achieved: it candidly explores sexual

relationships from an astrological perspective without insulting the reader with new-age mumbo

jumbo or sugary advice for capturing a mate. Sextrology uncovers the naked truth of all possible

cosmic couplings with candour, imaginations, and a wry sense of humour. It focuses on the 24 sex

signs, pointing out the difference between men and women of each sign, their particular sexual

psychology and behaviour, secret desires, and even physical attributes. Both straight and gay sex

are explored for each sex sign, while desires, turn-offs, fantasies, and foibles are investigated in

titillating detail. No stone is left unturned in this provocative, highly entertaining look at the sexes

and sexual relationships.
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Extensively researched, and wonderfully dirty. (O magazine)An extemely engaging, detailed book;

readers will easily recognize themselves and their loved ones. (Library Journal)Ã¢â‚¬Å“A new (and

sexually explicit) astrology guide looks set to make celebrities of its New York-based, fashion-savvy

authors.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (The Daily Telegraph (UK))Ã¢â‚¬Å“Sextrology picks up where Linda Goodman left

off...Ã¢â‚¬Â• (The National Post)Ã¢â‚¬Å“The favored astrologers of fashion insiders.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

(Elle)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Not only is this the most sexually forthright astrology book...but its authors also really



know their stuff.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (The San Francisco Chronicle)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Lusty Leo Kim Cattrall and sexy

Sagittarian Scarlett Johansson own this racy read about how signs act in the sack.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Us

Magazine)Ã¢â‚¬Å“This new book blows the lid on the zodiacÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s erotic penchants!Ã¢â‚¬Â•

(The Sunday Times of London)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Astrology sexperts Starsky and Cox know more about your

love life than you do.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Gotham Magazine)Ã¢â‚¬Å“A word-of-mouth phenomenon...a

genuinely new take on the planetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s oldest pastime. Thank your lucky stars.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Time

Magazine)

Stella Starsky and Quinn Cox are astrologers, cosmic consultants and columnists, whose weekly

horoscope appears on The Daily Beast. Together, they perform a cosmic musical comedy act at

venerable venues like Ars Nova and, most recently, Joe's Pub at The Public Theater.Ã‚Â Starsky +

Cox consult private clients around the world, and live in New York City.

Possibly my most coveted zodiac books. I actually lpst my forst copy in a car accident and had to

order another one because it just has such frest information. Each sign is splot into thr male and

female counterparts and goes into such great detail. If ever you are curious about how your sign will

pair with anothers and want an in depth look, this book will definitely do it for you. Along with the

chapters and sections, on the sode margins of each page, you are provided with little tidbits of

information regarding to the sign, such as numbers in realtion to your sign and turn on and offs

(which is probably my favorite part). This book has definitely been a conversation starter between

family and friends resulting in good laughs at how accurate the information was at times.

No astrology book can plumb the depths of a person but this one does a very good job of describing

personality and sexual tendencies. It has been quite truthful in it descriptions of several of my

relatives and partners and in my own self. It is entertaining and humorous although tending to

emphasize the difficult sides of people. It may a little biased against women. It emphasizes

mythology a great deal which helps some with the symbolism of astrology but also can muddle

things up a bit when the authors take too far.

Unfortunately this book only deals with the sex issue from a pickup & pleasure perspective , though

it is quite readable . They do not analysis the signs in respect to parenting as male and female and

children and moons and how the sexes relate to their children and expectations .Its a good read and

allows an astrologer to project insights into behavior but it lacks the power knowledge for real



astrologers .I suppose if you've got the time to read a long book , it might be interesting .I searched

the kindle addition and 'child' only comes up a couple of times .

Starsky and Cox nailed each sign with information that was perfectly accurate and precise. As I read

Aries to my husband he sat there with his mouth open saying they don't know me and he had this

quirky little smile on his face, admitting they had nailed him exactly. It is amazing how they delivered

with precision the details of each sign. I have read and studied astrology for many years and never

found another book as informative and accurate as this one. The signs in the book address the

positives and negatives and what was truly amazing was the information on the complexity of the

earth signs [Taurus, Virgo and Capricorns] and Pisces. These signs are the most confounding and

confusing of the zodiac, however upon reading their descriptive explanations as to why these signs

are designed as they are, revelations of information flood you with knowledge about how to cope

with them and understand how to push their on and off buttons and how to avoid conflicts. Aries,

Gemini, Leo, Libra, Aquarious and Sagittarius are amazing reads and their personalities are quite

different, unique and easily understandable. Cancer and Scorpio are without much fanfare and

deeply dedicated to family. If you want to learn about the intricate details and workings of each sign

as well as the parental connections each likely had and how family relates together, this is the book

to read. My Hubby said, "How did they get all this information, it's amazing what they know and it's

right on". "Were they there at each conception?" It appears they were.

Typically, astrology guides tend to over generalize the signs and how they effect the planets in

them. Fortunately, this is not a typical astrology guide.Sextrology develops a far more intuitive and

in-depth examination of each sign in regards to sex and sexuality. It distinguishes between males

and females of each sign which is a nice change from many other astrology books. Despite the

focus on sex, each description helps the reader develop a sense of how the sexual functioning of

the sign effects the other aspects of life.The only thing this guide lacks is a better overview of the

planets in each sign. Being as the average reader only knows their Sun sign, this is understandable,

but Mars and Venus have a lot more to do with sex in astrology. I was disappointed there was not

more information about them here.As it is, Sextrology is still excellent. It was recommended to me

by several very well-versed astrologers. I've jotted in the margins and underlined several passages,

and that is the sign of a very useful book.

Absolutely love this book, my friends and I call it the bible. You'll never need another astrology book



after this one. It doesn't just give you a list of traits, it explains why each sign acts the way they do,

how they are misunderstood by others, the mythology behind each sign, etc. You can't tell online,

but it's a reference-style book, not a little paperback that you'll breeze through in an hour. Can't

recommend it enough.

I'm having such an incredible time reading this book! My friends and I are learning so much about

ourselves. Our initial skepticism has been put to bed after seeing how personalized these analyses

can be. Hopefully this is the start to a more clear headed future! I've actually just purchased the

companion book, "Cosmic Coupling" because of how amazing this book had been! A must-have, no

matter how much credence you give astrology!

I bought a used book but it looks NEW!This book is almost creepy accurate down to the physical

description of the signs. I enjoy pulling it out for my friends when we're drinking. I think everyone

should have a copy, even just for fun.
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